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ABSTRACT
MULTI-RATE ACCESS SCHEMES AND SUCCESSIVE




To catch up with the fast changes of the information challenges, providing multimedia
services has become a very important requirement for future wireless communications.
A proper system, capable of supporting multi-rate transmissions as well as handling
high quality of service (QoS) requirements in hostile wireless communication environ-
ments, should be sought. Multi-carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA), a combination of multi-
carrier modulation (MCM) and direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA), appears to be
one of the most elegant solutions. In this dissertation, four multi-rate access schemes,
termed uncoded fixed spreading length (UFSL), coded fixed spreading length (CFSL),
multi-code fixed spreading length (MFSL) and variable spreading length (VSL), are
constructed for MC-CDMA. Due to different sub-carrier assignment strategies, they
present different properties in spectral utilization efficiency (SUE), rate matching
capability, receiver structure and bit-error-rate (BER) performance in correlated
Rayleigh fading channels. With these schemes, different information traffic such
as voice, video and higher rate data can be transmitted seamlessly through one
MC-CDMA infrastructure.
The performance of the multi-rate MC-CDMA is mainly limited by multiple access
interference (MAI). For example, in the MFSL MC-CDMA systems, the interference
is not only presented among different users, but also among different symbols of
the same user transmitted in parallel on different spreading codes. To mitigate
this problem, a nonlinear zero-forcing successive interference cancellation (ZF-SIC)
receiver and a minimum mean square error SIC (MMSE-SIC) receiver are applied in
the MFSL MC-CDMA systems. It is well known that SIC is sensitive to the receive
power distribution. By providing channel state information (CSI) at the receiver
and reliable feedback of power distribution from the receiver to the transmitter, SIC
can be integrated with power distribution control (PDC), which improves the system
capacity significantly.
In this dissertation, the PDC algorithms, under both a short-term power constraint
(STPC) and a long-term power constraint (LTPC) are investigated for two different
SIC receivers. For the ZF-SIC receiver, the PDC under the equal BER criterion,
which ensures the same performance after SIC for all parallel transmit symbols, is
first considered. It is found that for a multi-code system, such equal BER PDC
is only suboptimal from the viewpoint of minimizing each user's BER, hence, an
optimal PDC algorithm is proposed, which significantly outperforms the equal BER
PDC, particularly under the STPC and highly-loaded systems. For the MMSE-SIC,
the PDC under the equal BER criterion is derived, which cancels interference very
effectively, resulting in a performance of a fully-loaded system close to the single user
bound (SUB). In comparison to the nonlinear matched-filter SIC (MF-SIC) with the
equal BER PDC, studied extensively in the literature, the ZF-SIC and MMSE-SIC
with the proposed PDC algorithms present remarkable performance advantage.
Finally, the effect of channel estimation errors (CEE) on the performance of the
MMSE-SIC with the equal BER PDC is analyzed. A method of second-order approxi-
mation is used to estimate the mean excess MSE (MEMSE) of the parallel transmit
symbols, under a given decision order. The approximation accuracy is confirmed by
simulation results. Furthermore, it is also interesting to find out that the MMSE-SIC
with the equal BER PDC presents significant robustness to CEE.
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Multimedia service, whose contents increase and differentiate with the changing infor-
mation challenges, has become an inevitable requirement for wireless communications.
For example, the International Mobile Telecommunications in the year 2000 (IMT-
2000), corresponding to the third-generation (3G) mobile systems, aims to support
at least 144Kbps (preferable 384Kbps for high-mobility users with wide-area coverage
and 2Mbps for low-mobility users with local coverage). Moreover, the fourth-generation
(4G) systems, planned to be put in service around 2010, must meet the requirement
of broadband multimedia services up to 20-100Mbps in downlink and 2-20Mbps in
uplink, in any wireless communication environments [1, 2].
Oue to the need for flexibility in handling multiple data rates, direct-sequence
COMA (OS-COMA) was considered as a suitable candidate for supporting multimedia
services in wireless communications, with which, different multi-rate access schemes
have been studied [3]. Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that OS-COMA is not
a good choice especially for high rate data communications, because of the increased
computational complexity of a RAKE receiver and the higher severity of inter-symbol
interference (ISI), caused by the multi-path fading channels [4]. That is, the hostile
nature of wireless channels, which mainly limits the transmission rate, must be
taken into consideration when designing a system supporting multimedia services.
Among many techniques, multi-carrier modulation (MCM) appears to be one of the
most elegant solutions since by certain system structure, each sub-channel becomes
frequency non-selective, which significantly simplifies the receiver design [5,6].
1
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In recent years, different multiple access schemes based on MCM have been
proposed and extensively studied [7-10]. Among them, multi-carrier COMA (MC-
COMA), a combination of MCM and OS-COMA, has drawn considerable attentions
in both industrial and academic communities [11]. With this system, each transmit
symbol is spread by a preassigned signature code and each chip modulates a different
sub-carrier (frequency domain spreading), making frequency diversity available to
be exploited. By inserting a guard interval (GI) (cyclic prefix) of proper length,
the symbol duration can be extended to include the maximum delay spread so that
cyclic convolution is enabled and IASI is avoided. Moreover, due to the overlapped
sub-carrier spectra (orthogonal), MC-COMA can achieve higher spectral utilization
efficiency (SUE). Also, with the aid of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), discrete-
time modulation and demodulation can be easily performed [8, 12]. Oue to all
these advantages and the flexibility to generate different data rates as with the
OS-COMA, MC-COMA became very attractive for supporting multimedia services in
future wireless communications [13]. In fact, designing multi-rate access schemes for
supporting different data rates and ensuring high quality of service (QoS) requirements
are the two very important issues in the multi-rate MC-COMA systems.
1.2 Multi-rate Access Schemes for MC-CDMA
To preserve sub-carrier signals orthogonality, in a single-rate MC-COMA, the frequen-
cy separation of adjacent sub-carriers should be chosen as multiple integers of the
signal transmission rate. Therefore, for a multi-rate MC-COMA, different rate users
have different requirements for the frequency spacing of adjacent sub-carriers. The
strategies of sub-carrier assignment become very crucial, which should be well handled,
not only to protect different signals from inter-carrier interference (ICI) but also to
ensure high spectral utilization efficiency (SUE).
3
With different sub-carrier assignment strategies, four MC-COMA multi-rate
access schemes have been proposed, which can be classified into two categories: the
fixed spreading length (FSL) and the variable spreading length (VSL). With the
FSL scheme, different rate users share the same set of sub-carriers, while with the
VSL scheme, different rate users utilize different sets of sub-carriers. Three different
FSL schemes have been studied, which are termed uncoded fixed spreading length
(UFSL) [14], coded fixed spreading length (CFSL [15, 16] and multi-code fixed
spreading length (MFSL) [17, 18]. With the UFSL scheme, the frequency spacing
of adjacent sub-carriers equals the bandwidth of the highest rate users. To protect
different rate signals from ICI, the highest rate should be an integer multiple of any
lower rates. Since the frequency separation of adjacent sub-carriers must be at least
twice the bandwidth of any lower rate users, the non-overlapped spectra for these
users result in a loss of SUE and consequently a reduction in system capacity. To
alleviate this problem, the CFSL scheme was proposed, in which the lower rate bits
are encoded to become the highest rate, making the multi-rate system equivalent to
a single highest rate system. The coding gain achieved compensates for the SUE loss
of lower rate users and hence improves their bit-error-rate (BER) performance. This
idea was first implemented by a block coding method in a dual-rate system [15]. To
achieve better performance, greater flexibility in rate matching and simpler decoder,
a rate compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) coding method was proposed [16].
However, since in both the UFSL and CFSL schemes, the frequency spacing of
adjacent sub-carriers equals the bandwidth of the highest rate users, the number
of sub-carriers might be limited, especially when a very high rate is supported by the
system. To mitigate this disadvantage, the MFSL scheme was proposed, in which the
frequency spacing of adjacent sub-carriers equals the bandwidth of the lowest rate
1 Although the terms uncoded and coded were used, earlier channel error-correcting coding
of the data to obtain high performance is possible. In this context, CFSL means to add
coding to the lower rate users.
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users. With this sub-carrier assignment strategy, maximum SUE can be achieved for
all different rate users. To preserve sub-carrier signals orthogonality, a higher rate
stream is split into a plurality of the lowest rate substreams, each assigned a different
spreading code with the same processing gain. To realize this transformation, any
higher rate should be an integer multiple of the lowest rate. Since more sub-carriers
are utilized, each user is assigned a longer spreading code with better cross-correlation
property, which provides stronger interference suppression capability 2 . Apart from
these three FSL schemes, in the VSL scheme, different rate users employ a different set
of sub-carriers [19]. Although this scheme ensures high SUE for different rate users,
ICI might be produced due to the loss of signals orthogonality between sub-carriers.
However, it has been found that by properly selecting the spreading codes, the ICI
can be eliminated, which ensures the feasibility of this scheme [13].
Oue to different sub-carrier assignment strategies, different receivers are designed
for different schemes. Minimum mean square error combining (MMSEC) detection
is employed for the purpose of joint energy combining and interference cancellation.
The BER performances in correlated Rayleigh fading channels are investigated by
both theoretical analysis and simulation results. It is found that compared with
other schemes, the MFSL and CFSL schemes present better performance, greater
flexibility in rate matching and lower complexity, hence, more appropriate for practical
applications.
1.3 Successive Interference Cancellation
The performance of the multi-rate MC-COMA system is mainly limited by multiple
access interference (MAGI). In the MFSL MC-COMA systems, for example, the interfer-
ence is not only presented among different users but also among different symbols
transmitted in parallel on different spreading codes of the same user, which is termed
It is assumed that the length of spreading codes equals the number of sub-carriers in
MC-CDMA systems.
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alternatively as self interference (SI). Therefore, to ensure high QoS requirements,
MAI should be well handled. Among many interference cancellation schemes, successive
interference cancellation (SIC) is highly desirable for its ability to increase capacity
while maintaining low complexity, its compatibility to existing systems and its simple
accommodation to strong error-correcting codes [20]. A zero-forcing (MF) SIC (
MF-SIC) receiver and a minimum mean square error (MMSE) SIC (MMSE-SIC) receiver,
originally proposed for single-rate OS-COMA systems [21], are applied in the uplink
MFSL MC-COMA systems. With these SIC receivers, parallel symbols transmitted
on different spreading codes are detected successively and for each symbol, MF or
MMSE detectors is employed to suppress MAI, taking advantage of Cholesky factoriza-
tion (CF). It is well known that unlike other detection techniques, SIC is sensitive
to the receive power distribution and it favors unequal receive power from different
users. However, in a multi-code system, it is customary to let the transmit power of
each user be evenly distributed among all its spreading codes, resulting in a loss of
the efficiency of SIC. By providing channel state information (CSI) at the receiver
and reliable feedback from the receiver to the transmitter, SIC can be integrated with
power distribution control (POC), which improves the system capacity significantly .
Since the integration of SIC and power control became an attractive solution for
increasing system capacity, extensive research has been done in this area. Nevertheless,
most of the work focused on a single-rate, single-carrier COMA system with a matched-
filter (MF) SIC (MF-SIC) receiver. Equal BER criterion was adopted in many
references to derive the power distribution, which is suitable for a system, where all
users aim to achieve comparable BER performances [20, 22-24]. In [20], it is shown
that when ignoring decision errors, a geometric distribution of the receive power will
provide equal BER. In [23], equal BER performance is analyzed for linear SIC W in
AWGN channel. In [24], with nonlinear SIC, the power distribution for equal BER
WWith the linear SIC, soft decisions are employed for interference cancellation, while with
the non-linear SIC, hard decisions are employed.
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is obtained using gradient search considering all error patterns. For a multi-code
system, since one higher rate user can be looked upon as several virtual lowest rate
users, each assigned with a single spreading code [13], the equal BER POC is also a
reasonable solution, which ensures the same BER after SIC for each virtual lowest
rate user. However, from the viewpoint of minimizing the BER of each user, which
is the average over all its parallel transmit symbols on different spreading codes,
the equal BER is only suboptimal for a multi-code system. This motivates a search
of an optimal POC algorithm. In this dissertation, with the assumption of perfect
CSI at the receiver, the POC algorithms, under both a short-term power constraint
(STPC), wherein the transmit power is kept the same for each channel realization, and
a long-term power constraint (LTPC), wherein the transmit power is adapted with
channel variations [25], are investigated for both SIC receivers. For the MF-SIC, both
equal BER POC and optimal POC algorithms are derived [26,27]. As concluded in the
literature, the equal BER POC benefits SIC significantly by increasing the reliability
of earlier detected symbols. However, not surprisingly, simulation results show that
the optimal POC significantly outperforms the equal BER POC, particularly under
the STPC and highly-loaded systems. For the MMSE-SIC, only equal BER POC is
considered. Even with this suboptimal POC strategy, interference can be suppressed
very effectively, resulting in a performance very close to the single user bound (SUB)
when the system is fully-loaded [28, 29]. Moreover, in comparison to the nonlinear
MF-SIC with the equal BER POC, which was extensively studied in the literature,
the MF-SIC and MMSE-SIC receiver integrated with the proposed POC algorithms
present remarkable performance advantage.
In practise, CSI is obtained from estimation, thus, channel estimation errors
(CEE) are inevitable. Therefore, the analysis of the robustness of the proposed POC
algorithms with respect to CEE is of great interest and importance [30]. In this
dissertation, the analysis of the effect of CEE on the system performance is only
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considered for the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER POC. A method of second-order
approximation is applied to estimate the mean excess MSE (MEMSE) of the parallel
transmit symbols, under a given decision order [31]. The approximation accuracy is
confirmed by simulation results. Furthermore, it is also interesting to find out that
the equal BER POC makes the MMSE-SIC more robust to CEE.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, following a description of a general multi-rate MC-COMA system, four
multi-rate access schemes are discussed in details. For each scheme, the sub-carrier
assignment strategy, the receiver structure and the BER performance analysis are
shown. Simulation results are presented for both synchronous downlink and quasi-
synchronous uplink MC-COMA in correlated Rayleigh fading channels.
In Chapter 3, the nonlinear MF-SIC and MMSE-SIC receivers are applied in
the quasi-synchronous uplink MFSL MC-COMA systems. The SIC algorithms are
described and the lower bounds (LBs) of the BER performances are derived for both
receivers. Simulation results are presented and compared with the conventional linear
MF and MMSE receivers and the nonlinear MF-SIC receiver.
In Chapter 4 and 5, with the assumption of perfect CSI at the receiver, under
both a STPC and a LTPC, the POC algorithms are proposed for the MF-SIC and
MMSE-SIC receivers, respectively. The LBs are derived for all POC algorithms and
simulation results are presented and compared with the nonlinear MF-SIC receiver
with the equal BER POC proposed in the literature.
In Chapter 6, the effects of CEE on the system performance is considered for the
MMSE-SIC receiver with the equal BER POC. The MEMSE is derived by a method
of second-order approximation. The robustness of the MMSE-SIC with the equal
BER POC to CEE is confirmed by both theoretical analysis and simulation results.
Finally, Chapter 7 summaries the contributions of this dissertation.
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Through this dissertation, the following notations are used: scalars are unbold
lower case or upper case, vectors are bold lower case and matrices are bold upper
case; The symbols (.)*,(.) Tand (.)H are conjugate, transpose and Hermitian transpose;
®, ®, mod (•) N, [0] 1 1112 and diag (•) are element-wise multiplication, Kronecker
product, modulo-N, floor, vector 2-norm and diagonal matrix operators.
CHAPTER 2
MULTI-RATE ACCESS SCHEMES FOR MC-CDMA
In the multi-rate MC-COMA, the information bits of each user in group g
are replicated into MO) parallel copies and then each copy is multiplied by a chip
of a preassigned signature sequence of length MO) (frequency domain spreading).
To avoid implementing a bank of oscillators with prohibitive complexity, a discrete-
time multi-carrier modulation performed by an M(g)-point IOFT is applied at the
transmitter. Then, after parallel-to-serial (P/S) conversion, a GI (cyclic prefix) of
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proper length is inserted between successive OFOM symbols (time domain) to avoid
inter-symbol interference (ISI). Finally, following radio frequency (RF) upconversion,
the signal ski (t) is transmitted through the fading channel. At the receiver, after
RF downconversion and discarding GIs, the receive (time domain) waveform of the
multi-rate MC-COMA signal can be written as
signal amplitude, the Nth BPSK-modulated information bit and the Math chip of the
spreading code c(e for the kth user in group g, respectively. The additive white
Gaussian noise process n (t) has zero mean and variance a 2 . The rectangular pulse
shape function in equation (2.3) is defined as,
between the transmitter and the receiver (For simplicity, different users are assumed to
undergo the same path loss, which equals 1.); hag  n.„) (m = 1, 2, • • • , MO ) ) represents the
fading over the Math sub-carrier which is a complex Gaussian random variable with unit
variance. Furthermore, due to the proximity and partial overlap of signal spectrum,
correlated fading on different sub-carriers is considered. The correlation between
two sub-carriers depends on the channel delay spread and the frequency separation
between them, which is given by the spaced-frequency correlation function p (Afm).
In a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channel, p (6. f ,,,,) is
derived using the Fourier transform of the exponentially decaying power-delay profile
of the channel [32, 33], which can be expressed as
where Td is the rms channel delay spread, defined as the square root of the second
central moment of the channel's power-delay profile, and Afm,„ is the frequency
separation between the Math and nth sub-carrier.
Both synchronous downlink and quasi-synchronous uplink transmissions 2 are
considered. Notice that in the downlink, different rate users experience the same
fading channel, while in the uplink, different rate users experience different channels,
assumed independently, identical distributed (i.i.d.).
2.2 Uncoded Fixed Spreading Length (UFSL) Scheme
2.2.1 Sub-carrier Assignment
With the UFSL scheme, all different rate users share the same set of sub-carriers,
whose frequency separation equals the bandwidth of the highest rate users. Therefore
In a quasi-synchronous uplink MC-CDMA system, the symbol GI is designed to be
larger than the maximum receive time offset. After discarding it at the receiver, the
quasi-synchronous system can be analyzed as a synchronous system.
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Figure 2.1 Sub-carrier assignment comparison of the dual-rate MC-COMA schemes
with rate ratio 2.
the number of sub-carriers utilized in this scheme is
should be an integer. Hence, by satisfying this rate ratio requirement, this sub-
carrier assignment protects different rate signals from ICI. An example of a sub-carrier
assignment of the dual-rate UFSL MC-COMA scheme with rate ratio 2 is shown in
Figure 2.1(a) W . From this figure, it is clear that in the UFSL scheme, the number
of sub-carriers Mu is determined by the highest rate supported in the system.
With SUE being defined as the ratio between the total used and the total available
bandwidth'', it is obvious that, in this scheme, different rate users have different SUE.
W For ease of drawing, the signal spectra are shown triangular and bandlimited.
4For simplicity, only the mainlobes of different rate signals are considered.
the UFSL scheme can be looked upon as a variable chip rate (VCR) scheme. An
example of the signal structure of a three-rate UFSL MC-COMA scheme (with rate
is shown in Figure 2.2 [14]. Ouring each
lowest rate bit interval, the multi-rate MC-COMA signal is composed of different
rate signals, each has a different chip duration as shown in this figure. Notice that
the time domain symbol is sampled with a duration chosen to be the smallest chip
duration, to guarantee no information loss for all different rate signals. Thus, the
lower rate user will be oversampled during its chip duration. Each Mu samples
are processed by an IOFT for multi-carrier modulation. The block diagram of the
transmitter for the UFSL scheme is shown in Figure 2.3(a).
Figure 2.3 Block diagram of the transmitter and the LRM receiver of the multi-rate
UFSL MC-CDMA scheme.
2.2.2 Receiver Design
The general structure of the receive multi-rate signal in equation (2.3) can be rewritten
for the UFSL scheme as
A low-rate-mode (LRM) receiver and a high-rate-mode (HRM) receiver was
proposed for a dual-rate CDMA in [34, 35], which process the receive signal at the
low rate bit interval and high rate bit interval, respectively. Obviously, they can be
extended to a multi-rate system, by processing the receive signal at the lowest rate bit
interval or the highest rate bit interval. To achieve a better performance, the LRM
receiver is suggested for the UFSL scheme [36].
Within one lowest rate bit interval, each lowest rate user generates one bit, while
each higher rate user in group g generates L() successive bits. The Ph bit of these
Figure 2.4 Signal equivalence between a higher rate user of group g and its Lag)
virtual lowest rate users in the UFSL MC-COMA scheme.
successive Lags) higher rate bits, where 1 = 1, 2, , L(9), can be considered as a virtual
lowest rate bit with duration TO), in which only the / thesub-interval with duration
Tags ) is non-zero, as depicted in Figure 2.4. From this point of view, the multi-rate
system is equivalent to a single lowest rate system with
lowest rate users, each generating bits at the rate, li ar).°).
Ouring the itchlowest rate bit interval [(i — 1) TO), idar)) , as at the transmitter,
the receive UFSL signal is sampled at the virtual chip rate Fj--=1-3- and the total Mu x
LaG-1 ) samples obtained during each TO) are serial to parallel (S/P) converted and
divided into L(G -1) groups in which the / thegroup containsMsam les, corresponding
to the 1thi highest rate bit interval [(i — 1) TO ) + (1 — 1) TaG- 1) , (i — 1) TO ) + 17-1 (G- 1) )
Therefore, to perform demodulation, with the LRM receiver, LaG -1 ) Mu—point OFTs
concatenated in serial are needed. That is the Mu samples obtained at the P h highest
rate bit interval is processed by the / theMu—point OFT of the LRM receiver. The
block diagram of the LRM receiver for the multi-rate UFSL MC-CDMA system is
shown in Figure 2.3(b).
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Figure 2.2, the sample instance (1 = 2) shown by the arrow denotes the it ch, [2(i — 2) + 2]th
and [4 (i — 2) + 2] th information bits of the low rate, medium rate and high rate user,
respectively. Also, in equation (2.9), the elements of an (Mu x 2) white Gaussian
noise vector m (i) have zero mean and variance ten.
Thus, the output of the LRM receiver at interval [(i — 2) Tar) , iTar) ) can be
formed by stacking aG-1) number of OFT output vectors into an (LaG-1) Mu x 2)
vector Du  (i) as
[
AU ( 2) = 	 XU,1  (i )T Du,2(i)T • • •
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The lower label in the above equation denotes the position of block ,,- (9) drag) in the
total Lags) blocks, with all the other blocks 0. And
with
T12ag) (i) = [(13 (19) (i) ) 1 , (1) (2g) (i) ) 1 , • • • , (13 (:)9) (i))T  . 	 (2.26)
Tnu (i) = [ni (i)1 , n2 (i)1 , • • • , i1 L(G-1) (i)1 is a vector with zero mean and covariance
matrix o-n2I, where I is an (L(G-1 )Mu x LaG-1)Mu) identity matrix.
Equation (2.22) shows that the output vector D u  (i) contains the information
bits of all virtual users during the lowest rate bit interval [(i — 2) Tar) , idar) ) . An
MMSEC multiuser detector with an (LaG-1) Mu x KO matrix W = [wig , w2, • • • wict,1
is applied to form the sufficient statistic of the transmit bits of all virtual users. The
kth column of W, wk , can be shown as [37]
(CU,-kAt-k 2i) -1 (2.27)
where Cu,_k denotes the matrix C u without the e h column, denoted by j3u,k• AU,-k
denotes the matrix Au without the kth element, denoted by ak . The decision variable
is obtained as
AU  (i) = WHO • X U (i) . 	 (2.28)
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2.2.3 Performance Analysis
Without loss of generality, we assume that the first user of each group is the desired
user. Then the BER performance of the desired user in group g employing MMSEC
detector in the UFSL scheme can be expressed as [37]
Figure 2.5 Timing structure of the lower rate MC-COMA signal.
results in a performance loss for all lower rate users. In order to compensate for this
performance loss, a channel coding (forward error correction) scheme is added for all
lower rate users.
The idea of utilizing channel coding is straightforward: in the time domain,
one lower rate bit of a group g user can be seen as equivalent to Aa9) times repeated
highest rate bit. Thus, a lower rate MC-COMA signal is equivalent to a repetition
encoded highest rate signal, as shown in Figure 2.5. Therefore the performance of
these lower rate users can be improved by a coding gain, if more efficient coding
schemes other than a repetition coding are used. Furthermore, unlike in other cases
where channel coding introduces redundancy into the transmit data bits and hence
lowers the transmission data rate, the built-in repetition code structure of the lower
rate MC-COMA signal provides the possibility of adding channel coding without a
loss of bandwidth efficiency (in bpN' Hz). The CFSL scheme was first implemented by
employing a block coding technique in a dual-rate MC-COMA system [25]. However,
the main difficulty of using such codes is that different decoders are needed for different
rate encoders, which is quite complex in a multi-rate system. Furthermore, with block
codes, it is difficult to perform soft-decision decoding, which is vital for any bandwidth
efficient communication system due to the multipath fading channels [38]. Therefore,
the block coded FSL scheme might not be suitable for a multi-rate system in the
multipath fading environment. Instead, rate compatible punctured convolutional
codes (RCPC) and nested codes, derived from the optimum distance spectrum (OOS)
parent codes with optimal puncturing matrix, are employed in the CFSL scheme [26].
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The OOS criterion ensures that this kind of code can achieve good performance in
both AWGN and multipath Rayleigh fading channels. Furthermore, with the same
parent code, a large group of rates is produced, providing great flexibility in rate
matching and requiring only one decoder [39].
Therefore with the CFSL scheme, the information bits b(kg (i) of the kith lower
rate user in group g are encoded with code rate 3-hy before being applied to the
multiplexer, to become a highest rate sequence 4' ) (j). Hence the multi-rate system
changes into an equivalent system with the single highest rate. An example of a
sub-carrier assignment of the dual-rate CFSL MC-COMA scheme with rate ratio 2 is
shown in Figure 2.2(b). Compared with Figure 2.2(a), the number of sub-carriers Mc
is the same as that of the UFSL scheme expressed in equation (2.6), i.e., Mc = Mu.
Also, the frequency of the m th sub-carrier is the same as that of the UFSL scheme.
After encoding, the lower rate users can achieve the same SUE as the highest rate
users, which is given by
Figure 2.6 Block diagram of the transmitter and the HRM receiver of the multi-rate
CFSL MC-CDMA scheme.
where i denotes the itch highest rate bit interval
As the transmission rate of lower rate users becomes the same as that of the
highest rate users after encoding, a high-rate-mode (HRM) receiver is applied in the
CFSL scheme. As opposed to the LRM receiver used in the UFSL scheme, the HRM
receiver consists of only one Mc—point DFT and processes the receive signal every
TaG-1) . The block diagram of the HRM receiver is shown in Figure 2.6(b).
The HRM CFSL receiver samples the receive signal M c  (t) at the virtual chip rate
During every T aG-1) interval, the Mc samples afro dPmndnlAtod Dv An 714,--nnintplc . 




Performance of the lower rates users With the assumption that the first lower
rate user in group g is the desired user, its decision variable can be obtained as
where p is the puncturing period, Ad is the information (error) weight, which is the
number of bit errors for all error events of weight d; df is the free distance of the
code; Pi(ri is the probability that an error path of weight d is chosen instead of all
When only one highest rate user presents in the system, it achieves the SUB,
expressed in equation (2.22), with Mu replaced by Mc .
It has been proved that in a dual-rate DS-CDMA system, the LRM receiver
can achieve better performance for both low and high rate users than the HRM
receiver [36]. Based on the duality of the OS-COMA and MC-COMA systems [40],
this conclusion can also be applied and extended to the multi-rate MC-CDMA system.
Figure 2.7 Transformation (S/P conversion) from a higher rate user of group g to
its La) virtual lowest rate users in the MFSL scheme.
2.4 Multi-code Fixed Spreading Length (MFSL) Scheme
2.4.1 Sub-carrier Assignment
In both the UFSL and CFSL schemes, the frequency separation of adjacent sub-
carriers equals the bandwidth of the highest rate users, hence the number of sub-
carriers might be limited, particularly when a very high rate is supported by the
system. In such a case, the short spreading length results in a limited system capacity
and reduced interference suppression capability. with the MFSL scheme, during the
lowest rate bit interval [(i — 2) da'), idar ) ), by S/P conversion, the higher rate stream
b(kg (j) is split into a plurality of the lowest rate substreams b cgi (i) , (1 = 2, 2, • • • , Lags ) ),
which is shown in Figure 2.7. Each of these lowest rate substreams is then assigned
a spreading code cigl with the same processing gain. It is obvious that to fulfill this
transformation, any higher rate should be an integer multiple of the lowest rate, i.e.,
1 ,0R(9)  (l = 2, 2, • • • , G — 2) should be an integer. By employing multiple spreading
codes for each higher rate user, the multi-rate system is converted into an equivalent
single lowest rate system with K t, virtual lowest rate users. Hence, in the MFSL
scheme, adjacent sub-carriers can be spaced by the bandwidth of the lowest rate users
so that a maximum number of sub-carriers can be utilized, also, a maximum SUE
for all different rate users. An example of a sub-carrier assignment of the dual-rate
MC-COMA scheme with rate ratio 2 is shown in Figure 2.2(c). The number of
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Figure 2.8 Block diagram of the transmitter and the LRM receiver of the multi-rate
MFSL MC-CDMA scheme.
sub-carriers utilized in this scheme is
28
2.4.2 Receiver Design
The general structure of the receive multi-rate signal in equation (2.3) can be rewritten
for the MFSL scheme as
As the transmission rate of the higher rate users after S/P conversion becomes
the same as that of the lowest rate users, an LRM receiver is applied in the MFSL
scheme. The LRM receiver consists of only one MM-point OFT which processes the
receive signal every dB). The block diagram of the LRM receiver for the multi-rate
MFSL MC-COMA is shown in Figure 2.8(b).
The LRM receiver samples the signal TM (t) at the virtual chip rate -1-,-. Ouring
every dB ) interval, the MM samples are demodulated by an Mm -point OFT. The
output of the demodulator during the lowest rate bit interval [(i - 2) dO ) , idsar)) can
be written as
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which contains Lags) different code sets for all users in group l. Each item in equation
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AM and be  (i) are given by equation (2.24) and (2.25), respectively. The (MM x 2)
white Gaussian noise vector rim (i) has zero mean and covariance matrix u n2 1, where
I is an (MM x MM ) identity matrix.
Equation (2.35) contains all information bits of the Kt, virtual users during
the lowest bit interval [(i — 2) dO ) , ida9. By employing the MMSEC multiuser
detector, an (MM x coefficient matrix W = [w 1 , w2, • • • wicv  is applied to form
the sufficient statistic for the transmit bits of all virtual users. The /e h column of
W, wk and the decision variable can be obtained from equation (2.17) and (2.18),
respectively, with subscript U replaced by M.
Notice that after the MMSEC detector, the decisions of higher rate users should
be collected by a parallel-to-serial (P/S) converter to recover the original information
bits as shown in Figure 2.8(b).
2.4.3 Performance Analysis
The BER performance of group g users (l = 0, 2, • • • , G - 2) is determined by the
average over all its parallel transmit symbols, given by
Q
2
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where k = End L(i)Kai).
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If only one lowest rate user exists in the system, the lowest rate user can achieve
SUB given by equation (2.20), with Mu replaced by MM .
For each higher rate user, since more than one spreading code are employed, SI
may occur so that, in general, higher rate users do not achieve the SUB expressed
similarly by equation (2.21). To derive the SUB of higher rate users in the MFSL
scheme, with the assumption that only one (the first) higher rate user of group g is
present in the system, we can rewrite the OFT output as
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2.5 Variable Spreading Length (VSL) Scheme
2.5.1 Sub-carrier Assignment
In the VSL scheme, instead of assigning different rate users with the same set of
sub-carriers as in the UFSL, CFSL and MFSL schemes, they are allocated a different
set of sub-carriers. The frequency separation between adjacent sub-carriers for group
g users equals Raga), which is the minimum frequency spacing needed to maintain
sub-carrier signals orthogonality for this group. Therefore, different rate users employ
different number of sub-carriers, which is
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number of IOFTs each with 4)-point are employed to perform modulation. The
block diagram of the transmitter for the VSL scheme is shown in Figure 2.20(a).
2.5.2 Receiver Design
The general structure of the receive multi-rate signal in equation (2.3) can be rewritten
for the VSL scheme as
An LRM receiver is proposed for the VSL scheme. This receiver consists of a
single 4)-point OFT to perform the multi-carrier demodulation every dar). The
block diagram of the proposed LRM receiver is shown in Figure 2.20(b), wherein the
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Figure 2.10 Block diagram of the transmitter and the LRM receiver of the multi-
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Therefore, with the LRM receiver, the VSL scheme introduces ICI.
The sample obtained at the instant t = (D — 2) Tare) + sT, for s 2, 2, • • • 	 V
a0)
can be described by
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[ 	where Da9) = ms(9) + Lags) • (D — 1) + 2 is the index of bits of the higher rate users inv
group l, which corresponds to the [i a9) ]
th higher rate bit interval [(Dag ) — 2) Tags ) , D(g ) T ag ) ) .
For example, in Figure 2.9, the sample instance (N = 6) shown by the arrow denotes




The first term of equation (2.48) contains the information of the lowest rate users that
is transmitted on the gth sub-carrier. The second term contains the information of the
higher rate users that is demodulated by the qth sub-carrier of the lowest rate users. It
can be seen that there exists interference between the qth sub-carrier of the lowest rate
users and the math sub-carrier of the higher rate users at the the P h subinterval Las ) .
This ICI, which is represented by the transformation ryq(g ) ,, defined in equation (2.49),
is introduced due to the sub-carrier signals non-orthogonality depicted by equation
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(2.46) between the higher rate and the lowest rate users. As a result of the presence
of ICI, the spreading code of the eh higher rate user in group g at the /the subinterval
might be looked upon as being transformed into
Therefore, although each higher rate user in group g employs one spreading code
with A4g) elements, after the Me ) -point OFT, one can show that, by mathematical
manipulation, this code is transformed to become Lags) different complex spreading
codes with length 4 ) . Because each higher rate user in group g employs La) different
spreading codes, one for each higher rate bit, one may consider the VSL scheme as
a special kind of multi-code scheme. However, the properties of spreading codes for
each higher rate user are different in the MFSL and VSL schemes. It can be proven
that in the VSL scheme, the transformed spreading codes of the same higher rate
user satisfy the following stated Properties.
Property A: In the ideal non-faded AWGN channel, each transformed spreading
code of the same higher rate user maintains the same autocorrelation properties of
the original codes and those corresponding to different bits are orthogonal:
Property B: In the Rayleigh fading channel, the transformed spreading codes
corresponding to different bits remain orthogonal.
Hence different from the MFSL scheme, no SI will be produced in the VSL
scheme. The detailed proof of these claims is given in Appendix A.
Although no SI will be produced in the VSL scheme, equation (2.52) shows
that ICI may cause severe MAGI even in the ideal non-faded AWGN channel, i.e.,
As the correlation properties between the spreading
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codes of different users might be impaired by the aforementioned transformation, the
performance of both the lowest rate users and higher rate users might be degraded in
the VSL scheme. However, it has been found that by employing orthogonal Walsh-
Hadamard codes as spreading codes and properly selecting these codes for all users,
the MAGI caused by ICI can be eliminated in the ideal non-faded AWGN channel,
ensuring the feasibility of this scheme7 . The reason for choosing Walsh-Hadamard
codes is their good symmetry properties in the time domain, which imposes good
symmetry conditions on their Fourier transform [42]. The procedures of spreading
code selection in the VSL scheme is given by Appendix B. Note that this spreading
code selection imposes the similar rate ratio requirement as in the UFSL scheme.
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Since the VSL scheme can be regarded as a special kind of multi-code scheme, we
can consider this multi-rate system as a single lowest rate system with Kt, virtual users
same as the MFSL scheme. The outputs of the demodulator in equation (2.54) are
multiplied by the MMSEC coefficients, an (Mv x KO matrix W = [wig, w2, • • • wick] ,
to form the sufficient statistic of the transmitted bits of all virtual users. The kith
column of W, wk and the decision variable can be obtained from equation (2.27) and
(2.28), respectively, with subscript U replaced by V.
2.5.3 Performance Analysis
The performance of different rate users in the VSL scheme is expressed by equation
(2.39), with Mu replaced by M.
When only one lowest rate user is present in the system, it can achieve the SUB
given by equation (2.20), with Mu replaced by Mv.
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For each higher rate user, although it can employ more than one transformed
spreading codes, as shown in Appendix A, no SI will be produced even in the Rayleigh
fading channels. Hence the desired higher rate user in group g can achieve the SUB
expressed in equation (2.22), with MJ' replaced by 4 ) .
From the above analysis, for ease of comparison, the system features of different
multi-rate schemes, the frequency spacing of adjacent sub-carriers Aft, the number
of sub-carriers M, the SUE E, the chip duration Tc, the rate ratio (RR) requirement,
the receiver mode (RM) and the expressions of BER performance are summarized in
the Table 2.1.
2.6 Simulation Results and Discussions
To evaluate the performance of different schemes, simulation results are presented in
this section. Without loss of generality, a three rate system with rate ratio
(g = 2, 2) is assumed. With the assumption of total available bandwidth BW =
2.06 MHz and the highest rate Ra 2) = 222kbpN, only 4 sub-carriers can be used in
the UFSL and CFSL scheme (see equation (2.6)), while in the MFSL scheme, 26
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sub-carriers can be utilized (see equation (2.32)). 8 In the VSL scheme, high rate,
medium rate and low rate users can employ 4, 8 and 26 sub-carriers, respectively (see
equation (2.43)).
In the UFSL and CFSL schemes, signals over each sub-carrier are considered
frequency-flat faded. Therefore, in the MFSL scheme, since AB) = R(G-)1) sub-carriers,
are located inside the same
spectrum of the math sub-carrier of the highest rate signal, they are highly correlated.
Without loss of generality, these AM sub-carriers are assumed to undergo the same
fading. For the same reason, in the VSL scheme, Aa9) = Rii(o)1 sub-carriers of lower
rate users in group g are assumed to experience the same fading.
To obtain a fair comparison, orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes are employed as
spreading codes in all schemes. The ICI is eliminated by properly selecting spreading
codes for each user in the VSL scheme as described in Appendix B.
In the MFSL scheme, it has been found in [28] that by employing orthogonal
Walsh-Hadamard codes which are properly selected for each higher rate user, SI
can be reduced significantly. Because several adjacent sub-carriers might experience
similar fading (assumed the same in this paper), if properly choosing its spreading
codes set for each higher rate user such that the sub-blocks experiencing the similar
fading are orthogonal, the SI will be reduced significantly (In fact,in our channel
model, the SI can be fully eliminated). Since long orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes
are composed of short orthogonal Hadamard codes, they have the aforementioned
property and hence they are suitable for applying in the MFSL scheme to reduce SI.
For example, assume fadings on adjacent two sub-carriers are the same, i.e., H =
[h 1 , h 1 , h2 , h2] . If a higher rate user employs two Hadamard codes, [2, 2, 2, 2] and
[2, -2, 2, —2], each of them is composed of two short orthogonal Hadamard codes, [2, 2]
and [2, —2] , and after being modified by the channel, they become [h1, h1, h2, h 2 ] and
It is assumed that the number of sub-carriers is a power of 2 in all schemes.
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[h 1 , — h 1 , h2 , -h2 ]. It is not difficult to find that they can still preserve orthogonality
due to the orthogonality of sub-blocks [2, 2] and [2, -2].
In the CFSL scheme, we use RCPC codes with code rate 8/32, 8/26, derived
from the same parent code with code rate 4 , puncturing period 8 and constraint
length 7. After the MMSEC, soft-decision Viterbi decoding is employed.
Simulations are carried out under 200 i.i.d. frequency selective Rayleigh channels.
The sub-carrier frequency correlation is expressed by equation (2.5) with Td = 0.5uN.
With the assumption that the length of the spreading codes equals the number of
sub-carriers, only 4 users can be contained in the UFSL and CFSL schemes. For a
fair comparison, 2 high rate users, 2 medium rate user and 1 low rate user are assumed
in all multi-rate access schemes.
For the downlink MC-COMA, all users are assumed to undergo the same fading.
The BER versus ISR9 performance of three different rate users, with the SNRth of the
desired user 25dB, is shown in Figure 2.22, 2.22 and 2.23, respectively. From these
simulation results, it is clear that all different rate users in the UFSL, MFSL and
VSL schemes can achieve the same SUB. This result proves that no SI is produced
in the VSL scheme and the SI in the MFSL scheme has been fully eliminated by
the aforementioned spreading code selection. In the low interference region, the
performance of these three schemes is quite similar. However, with different sub-
carrier assignment, they present different performance in the high interference region.
For the low rate and medium rate user, MFSL and VSL schemes show a much stronger
interference suppression capability than the UFSL scheme, which is caused by the
better cross-correlation property of the longer spreading codes. For the high rate user,
these three schemes perform similarly. It is interesting to note that the performance
of the MFSL and VSL schemes are quite similar due to the similar structure of their
Figure 2.11 BER versus ISR performance of the low rate user in the downlink
MC-COMA.
spreading code matrix. With the CFSL scheme, because of the coding gain, the
BER of the low rate and medium rate users is improved significantly in the low
interference region. However, due to the error propagation it increases more rapidly
than the other schemes in the high interference region. For the high rate user, the
performance of the CFSL scheme in the high interference region is worse than the
other three schemes, because of using the HRM receiver in the former and the LRM
receiver in the latter [36].
The BER versus SNR performance of three different rate users, with ISR= 25dB
(solid line) and ISR= -25dB (dot line) are presented in Figures 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26,
respectively. Similar conclusions can be drawn from these figures. It can be seen
clearly that when SNR= 25dB, for the low rate and medium rate users, the MFSL
and the VSL schemes are nearly 5dB and 2.5dB better than the UFSL scheme in the
high interference region (ISR = 25dB), while the CFSL scheme is nearly 5dB and 3dB
better than the other three schemes in the low interference region (ISR = -25dB).
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Figure 2.13 BER versus MISR performance of the high rate user in the downlink
MC-COMA.
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Figure 2.15 BER versus SNR performance of the medium rate user in the downlink
MC-COMA.
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For comparison, the BER versus MISR performance in the quasi-synchronous
uplink for three different rate users is given in Figures 2.27, 2.28 and 2.29, respectively.
Oifferent from the downlink, the channels of different users are randomly selected
from 200 i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. It can be easily found that for the different
multi-rate access schemes, all the conclusions for the downlink MC-COMA still apply
for the uplink MC-COMA.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, four multi-rate access schemes for an MC-COMA system termed
UFSL, CFSL, MFSL and VSL are presented. For each scheme, the performance of all
different rate users (low, medium and high rate) was derived by theoretical analysis
and simulation results under correlated frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels
for both synchronous downlink and quasi-synchronous uplink MC-COMA. Oue to the
different sub-carrier assignment strategies, these schemes present different properties.
From the SUE point of view, the MFSL and VSL schemes are the best among all
schemes due to their densely spaced spectra. From the rate ratio requirement point of
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Figure 2.18 BER versus MISR performance of the medium rate user in the uplink
MC-COMA.
Figure 2.19 BER versus MISR performance of the high rate user in the uplink MC-
COMA.
view, the CFSL has the best capability in rate matching by employing RCPC codes.
From the user capacity point of view, the MFSL and VSL schemes can usually support
more users than the other two schemes due to their longer spreading codes. From the
complexity point of view, the CFSL and MFSL schemes have lower complexity due
to their simple modulation and demodulation structure. From the BER performance
point of view, the MFSL and VSL schemes are the best in the high interference region,
while the CFSL scheme is the best for all lower rate users in the low interference
region. Therefore, based on those comparisons, among all these schemes, the MFSL
and CFSL schemes are two promising candidates for practical applications, as they
present better performance, greater flexibility in rate matching and lower complexity.
CHAPTER 3
SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION FOR
MULTI-RATE MC-CDMA
3.1 System Model
In this chapter, a quasi-synchronous uplink multi-rate MC-COMA system employing
the MFSL scheme is considered for SIC. K active users are considered in the system
and the kith (k = 2, 2, 	 , K) user is assigned with /k spreading codes, which are
linearly independent. With a total number of sub-carriers M, the total number of
the /eh user is shown in Figure 3.2.
As depicted by this figure, the information data, assume BPSK modulated with
bit duration T, is 2 to /k S/P converted, then, each one of the parallel symbols is
replicated into M copies and each multiplied by a chip of a preassigned spreading code
of length M (frequency domain spreading). After combining corresponding chips of /k
symbols, a discrete-time multi-carrier modulation is performed by an M-point IOFT.
Then, after P/S conversion to form an OFOM symbol (time domain), a cyclic prefix
of proper length is inserted between successive symbols to avoid IASI. Finally, following
RF upconversion, the signal sk (t) is transmitted through the fading channel.
A correlated Rayleigh fading channel model described in Chapter 2 is considered.
Similarly, for the kith user, with the assumption that different users experience the
same path loss which equals 2, the channel is represented by an (M x 2) vector hk,
given by
represents the fading over the math sub-carrier which is














Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the transmitter for the kith user in the MFSL MC-
COMA system.
At the receiver, after RF downconversion and discarding the guard intervals,
the receive signal r (t) can be expressed as
r (t) = 
C tk A MEPEE akimbo (i) hk Ck 1 • 
i=—Oo k=1 1=1 n=1 	 m=1
	e i27173-7 P (t - (iM +	 c ) ]	 n (t) , 	 (3.2)
	
where the chip duration 7', = 	 The additive 	 white Gaussian noise process n (t) has
zero mean and variance ten.
After demodulation (OFT), the output during the itch OFOM symbol interval
Rib - 2) T, iT) can be expressed in a compact matrix form as
	x (i) = CAb (i)	 (i) . 	 (3.3)
Similarly, as in equation (2.35), C is the channel-modified spreading code matrix,
expressed as
C = [CC , C2, • • • , CC]
	
(3.4)
With a nonlinear SIC receiver, the symbols transmitted in parallel on different
spreading codes are detected successively. The interference caused by earlier detected
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Figure 3.2 Block diagram of a general nonlinear SIC receiver for the MFSL MCA-
COMAS system.
symbols are regenerated using the hard decisions and then cancelled from the composite
signal to assist in detecting other symbols that have not been detected yet. The SIC
receiver can be parameterized by the pair of matrices (W, F) . Both the feedforward
matrix W and the feedback matrix F are of dimension L x L, while the latter is also
constrained to be strictly upper triangular (i.e., it is nonzero only above the main
diagonal). The i th symbol is detected by slicing
3.2 Zero-forcing Successive Interference Cancellation (ZF-SIC)
With the MF-SIC receiver, W and F are chosen to eliminate all MAGI provided that
all feedback is correct. Thus, the first detected symbol does not involve feedback, and
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is equivalent to the decorrelator. On the other hand, the last detected symbol utilizes
decisions of all other symbols and ideally (i.e., when feedback symbols are correct)
achieves the performance of the single-user system.
3.2.2 Simulation Results and Discussions
An indoor Rayleigh fading channel model is employed in the simulations. The total
available bandwidth is assumed to be 200MHz with Td = 25nN. The number of
sub-carriers is chosen as 26. Orthogonal Walsh Hadamard codes are employed for
spreading. For simplicity, two users are assumed, each employing 8 codes in the fully
loaded system. BPSK modulation is used and all simulation results are obtained over
2000 channel realizations.
Without power distribution control (POC), in the multi-code system, it is
customary to distribute the transmit power evenly among all symbols transmitted in
parallel on different spreading codes. This situation is considered for all simulations.
In Figure 3.3, the averale BER performanAe over two users versus the Eb/No in
the fully loaded system is shown. From this figure, it is clear that the performances of
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Figure 3.3 BER performance (averaged over two users) in the fully loaded system.
the MF (no SIC) and the MF-SIC without POC are heavily limited by interference.
Compared with the MF, the MF can suppress interference much better when the Eb/No
is above a certain level. By employing SIC, even with equal distributed transmit
power, significant performance improvement can be obtained. The LB expressed
in equation (3.15) and the SUB are also plotted for comparison. The performance
difference between the LB and the simulation result implies that the decision error
propagation significantly degrades the BER performance.
The BER performances of the two sequentially deteAted users are compared in
Figure 3.4. It can be easily found that with the equal transmit power (no POC), for
both the MF-SIC and the MF-SIC receivers, the performance difference between two
users is very large. The second detected user achieves much better performance than
the first one, since more interference has been cancelled.
In Figure 3.5, the required Eb/No versus the number of spreading codes, at
a target BER of 20', is shown. In this figures, for simplicity, a single user with
a variable number of spreading codes is assumed. When 1 code is employed, the
system can be looked upon as a single user system; when 26 codes are employed, it is
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Figure 3.4 BER performance of two sequentially detected users in the fully loaded
system.
equivalent to a fully loaded system. It can be seen clearly that under different system
load, MF-SIC always needs less power than the MF receiver, particularly when the
system is highly loaded.
3.3 Minimum Mean Square Error Successive Interference Cancellation
(MMSE-SIC)
With the MMSE-SIC receiver, W and F are chosen to simultaneously maximize all
symbols' SIR (i.e., minimize the MSE), for a given decision order [42]. Although
the ZF can eliminate all interference, it usually produces higher error rates than the
MMSE due to the noise enhancement. Therefore, the MMSE-SIC receiver outperforms
the MF-SIC receiver [43]. Similarly, the first detected symbol does not involve feedback,
and is equivalent to the MMSE detector, while the last detected symbol utilizes
decisions of all other symbols and ideally, it can achieve the performance of the
single-user system, provided that all feedback is correct.
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Figure 3.5 Required Eb/No for achieving a target BER of 20' versus different
system load.
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3.3.2 Simulation Results and Discussions
The same simulation conditions described in the previous section are used for the
MMSE-SIC receiver.
In Figure 3.6, the averale BER performanAe over two users versus the Eb/No in
the fully loaded system is shown. It is clear from this figure that the MMSE receiver
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Figure 3.6 BER performance (averaged over two users) in the fully loaded system.
can suppress interference more effectively that the MF and MF-SIC receivers. By
employing SIC, the performance can be further improved. At a BER of 20 -4 , about
1dB performance improvement can be obtained. The performance difference between
the LB (equation (3.20)) and the simulation result is smaller than that of the MF
receiver shown in Figure 3.3, which implies that the cancellation errors might have a
smaller effect on the MMSE-SIC receiver than on the MF-SIC receiver. However, at a
BER of 20-4 , it can be found that the MMSE-SIC with evenly distributed transmit
power is still more than 20dB worse than the SUB.
The BER performances of the two seguentially deteAted users are compared in
Figure 3.7. Similar conclusions can be obtained as in Figure 3.4.
In Figure 3.8, the required Eb/No versus the number of spreading codes, at a
target BER of 20-4 , is shown. Similarly, under different system load, the MMSE-
SIC always requires less Eb/No than the MMSE receiver. However, the performance
improvement is not very significant even in the fully loaded system.
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In this chapter, the nonlinear MF-SIC and MMSE-SIC receivers are applied in the
MFSL MC-COMA systems. Without POC, the transmit power is considered to be
evenly distributed among all symbols transmitted in parallel on difference spreading
codes. Simulation results in correlated Rayleigh fading channels show that both
the nonlinear ZF-SIC and MMSE-SIC receivers outperform the linear counterparts
without SIC. Moreover, they are remarkably better that the MF-SIC receiver, whose
performance is heavily limited by MAI in the fully loaded system. It is also found that
without POC, particularly for the MMSE-SIC receiver, the performance improvement
with SIC is not very significantly. Therefore, this motivates an investigation of POC
algorithms, which can increase the efficiency of SIC.
CHAPTER 4
POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL FOR ZF-SIC
As stated in the introduction, for a multi-code system, the equal BER criterion is also
suitable to derive the power distribution, which ensures each virtual lowest rate user
the same BER after SIC. With the equal BER POC, the earlier detected symbols
will be allocated more power since they are exposed to higher interference than
the later detected ones. Hence, compared with the power distribution that ensures
equal receive power (which could happen in a multi-code system), such an approach
suppresses interference more effectively by improving the reliability of earlier detected
symbols. However, a multi-code system is different from a single-code system in that
each user's BER is decided by the average over all its parallel transmit symbols.
Hence, the equal BER POC does not minimize each user's BER. For the MF-SIC
receiver, both the equal BER POC and the optimal POC algorithms, which minimize
each user's BER, will be investigated, under both a STPC and a LTPC, in the
following sections.
In the sequel, perfect cancellation is assumed for deriving the POC algorithms.
Although no firm analysis of feedback errors in SIC receivers in general scenarios, it
is known that in uncoded systems, the effects of error propagation can for the most
part be mitigated, at least asymptotically in the received signal-to-interference ratios
(SIRs), when users are detected in decreasing order of SIR [43].
4.1 Equal BER PDC Algorithm
To achieve equal BER, it is clear that
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Note that A and D also depend on the channel realization. The notations are omitted
for simplicity. Since decision errors are ignored, Py 1h is higher than actually can be
achieved in the real system. Therefore, with the equal BER POC, under the STPC,
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the average BER performance obtained with tylh in (4.6) leads to a lower bound LB
of the BER of the MF-SIC receiver, which can be expressed as
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It is clear that (4.26) is a convex optimization problem with differentiable objects and
constraint functions, for which exists a unique and global optimal solution. Here, the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions [45] are used to solve this problem,
as shown in Appendix O. For the lc"' user, the optimal power distribution is found to
be
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be obtained. 3) substitute art and alt into equation (2.28), pe,l) and pe,l (a29
can be obtained. 4) compare Po (ait) and Po (4) , if T3e , i (ait) <rie,2 (alt) , let
Pi = Pi-AP and P2 = P2+AP, and go back to 2) until finally, peal (219= Pea2 (al t )
with predefined accuracy. This algorithm can be extended to the scenario where the
number of users is greater than twos . Similarly, since decision errors are ignored, for
the kth (k = 1 , 2, , K) user, the LB of the proposed optimal PDC, under the STPC
can be expressed as
2 	 [-•-■1'
BER (L3i) _sT = Eh 	 Qtic /=1
2taka
2  	)1
CI • C1-ln 	 k,1 (4.22)
4.2.2 PDC Algorithm under LTPC
With the LTPC, two possible optimization problems are considered. One is the
optimization over each channel realization, in which the same target BER is required
under different channel realizations. The other is the optimization over all channel
realizations.
Optimization over Each Channel Realization As aforementioned, for the Oh
user, peaks (akt ) is monotonically decreasing with Pk. Hence, under each channel
realization, for achieving a target BER /7, the required transmit power P k i h can easily
be found from the following algorithm: 2) let VI be a value slightly greater than 0. 2)
apply (4.19), the corresponding power allocation a kt can be found. 3) with (4.18), the
approximate BER performance pea,, (akt) can be obtained. 4) compare /-5,,k (alit) with
75, if Peak (akt) < IT then VI = AVtkVtkand go back to 2) until finally,Pe() =-A
with predefined accuracy. Hence, the transmit power PkIh = 2kt
ai.
With a larger number of users, the complexity of the search algorithms might become very
high. However, in practise, the power constraint on all users can be relaxed to a separated
power constraint on each user, under which the optimal PDC can be easily derived.
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The LTPC is determined by the average over all channel realizations, which can
be expressed as
After solving the KKT optimality conditions, shown in Appendix E, the optimal
power distribution for the eh user can be obtained, expressed exactly the same as
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equation (4.A9) or (4.20), while VI is obtained from the following power constraint,
Lk
,A
Eh E max [0, —2c/Zo-,i2 In (4'01dZo-27,)] = Pk ) 	 (4.28)
Lk
instead of (4.21). Similar algorithm as stated in the previous subsection can be
applied here. Note in this case, 191 is found over all channel realizations. Also, under
the LTPC, for the kt h user, the LB of the optimal POC over all channel realizations
is given by




CI  • aka
(4.29)
From the above analyses, it can be found that with the optimal POC, when
dk-20A/4o n2 29tk (VI has to be determined), no power will be allocated to the i tchsymbol
of the eh user. It implies that unlike the equal BER POC, which always consumes
more power to compensate for higher noise power2 for achieving the same SIR, the
optimal POC allocates no power to those symbols whose noise power is equal to or
higher than a certain level (1/4an2191), while allocating more power for other "better"
symbols, to ensure more reliable transmissions. Also, for those symbols whose noise
power is less than a certain level (1/4o-n2VI), then from (4.A9), under a chosen VI,
since a 2kti is monotonically increasing with dk-20 more power will be allocated to the
symbols with higher noise power to ensure the reliability of earlier detected symbols.
These two different POC strategies, the equal BER POC and the optimal POC, will
result in different BER performances, which will be presented in the next section.
4.3 Simulation Results and Discussions
The same simulation conditions described in Chapter 3 are used. Furthermore, for
comparison, the performance of the nonlinear MF-SIC with the equal BER POC
proposed in the literature will also be presented.
-2 From equation (3.14), d 2/ can be looked upon as the noise power with cr 7,2 = 2.
1=1
rs c
Under the STPC, the BER performance averaled over two userN versus Eb/No
(10 log 10 21÷2 (dB)) in the fully loaded system is shown in Figure 4.1. From this figure,
it is clear that integrated with POC, the performance of MF-SIC can be improved
significantly. With the equal BER POC ((c)), at a BER of 10 -3 , 3.5dB performance
improvement over the MF-SIC without POC ((b)) can be obtained. Not surprisingly,
the optimal POC ((d)) significantly outperforms the equal BER POC ((c)); at a BER
of 10', an extra 2 dB performance improvement can be obtained. The MF-SIC with
both POC strategies is superior to the MF-SIC with the equal BER POC ((a)). For
comparison, the LBs based on equation (4.8) ((e)) and (4.22) ((f)) and the SUB,
under the STPC, are plotted in this figure. From these LBs, it can be concluded that
if cancellation errors can properly be taken into consideration, the performance might
be further improved, particularly for the MF-SIC with the optimal POC.
The BER performances of the two Neguentially deteAted users with SIC are
compared in Figure 4.2. It can be seen from this figure that with the equal BER
in
Figure 4.2 BER performance of two sequentially detected users in the fully loaded
system under the STPC.
POC, the performance of two users becomes close with the increase of Eb/No , because
the decision errors have nearly the same effects on both. With the optimal POC, two
users achieve very similar performance, which is superior to that with the equal BER
PDC. It is also interesting to note that with both the equal BER PDC and optimal
POC, the first detected user can achieve slightly better performance than the second
detected, because the POC ignoring decision errors results in a lower power for the
later detected user than it actually needs [23], which is different from the SIC with
equal receive power. For the MF-SIC, even with the equal BER POC, the performance
difference between the two users is still large, which means cancellation errors might
have a larger effect on it than on the MF-SIC.
Under the LTPC, the BER performance averaled over two uNers in the fully
loaded system is shown in Figure 4.3. Oifferent from the performance shown in Figure
4.1, in this case, adapting transmit power with channel variations can compensate
channel fading more effectively at high Eb/No . It is clear that for the MF-SIC, both
optimal POC strategies outperform the equal BER POC. Moreover, the optimization
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Figure 4.3 BER performance (averaged over two users) in the fully loaded system
under the LTPC.
over all channel realizations achieves the best performance. Also, the MF-SIC with the
proposed POC presents dramatic performance advantage over the MF-SIC with equal
BER POC. The LBs based on equation (4.14), equation (4.24) and (4.29) are also
shown for comparison, from which, it can be noted that in this case, the performance
loss caused by ignoring cancellation errors is negligible. The BER performances of
the two Nequentially deteAted uNers with SIC is compared in Figure 4.4, from which
similar conclusions as in Figure 4.2 can be obtained.
In Figure 4.5 and 4.6, the normalized transmit power (divided by an) distribution,
among the 16 symbols transmitted in parallel on different spreading codes is shown for
the STPC and LTPC, with Eb /No 12dB and 15dB, respectively. In these two figures,
larger index denotes earlier detected symbols. For all schemes, under the chosen
Eb/No , it was found that the earlier detected symbols are allocated more power than
the later detected ones. However, it is interesting to note that compared with the
equal BER POC, the optimal POC allocated less power to earlier detected symbols,
while more for later detected ones. This compensates for a certain performance loss
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Figure 4.4 BER performance of two sequentially detected users in the fully loaded
system under the LTPC.
caused by underestimating the required power of later detected symbols with the
equal BER POC, resulting in a better performance.
In the previous figures, the performance of the fully loaded system was studied.
In Figure 4.7 and 4.8, the required Eb/No versus the number of spreading codes, at
a target BER of 10 -4 , is shown for the STPC and LTPC, respectively. In these two
figures, similarly, a single user is assumed with a variable number of spreading codes.
From these two figures, it can be found that with the increase of the system load,
the performance of the MF-SIC with the equal BER POC degrades very quickly.
Integrated with the optimal POC, the MF-SIC receiver needs the smallest power,
particularly under the STPC and when the system is highly loaded.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, to increase the efficiency of SIC, POC algorithms are investigated
for the nonlinear MF-SIC receiver, under both a STPC and a LTPC. Under the




to the transmitter, it is found that integrate MF-SIC with the equal BER POC
can improve the performance significantly. However, it is not surprising that the
optimal POC significantly outperforms the equal BER POC, particularly under the
STPC and highly loaded system. Moreover, the optimal POC combined with MF-
SIC significantly outperforms the MF-SIC with the equal BER POC proposed in
the literature. To further improve the performance with SIC, the MMSE-SIC [46]





monotoniAally inAreasing with A E [(72 , +oo) . The detailed proof is shown in Appendix
E.
5.1.1 Equal BER PDC Algorithm under STPC
With the above conclusions, under the STPC P E [0, +oo), it is clear that there
uniquely exists a At, and with (5.6), a unique power distribution [A] 21, which satisfies
,
	7 15 = 
L
— 	 [41 • 	 (5.7)
i=i
In conclusion, the equal BER POC algorithm can be described as follows: 1)
let A = on. 2) with (5.6), calculate [A] 2 1 (1 = 1, 2, • • • , L) . 3) compare 1 EilL i [A] 2a1
with 15, if smaller, increase A and go back to step 2) until finally P = 1 EfL i [A] 2a 1
with predefined accuracy.
Since decision errors are ignored, the actually achieved SIR will be lower than
the expected, which equals 4 - 1. Therefore, the following expression leads to a
n
BER LB for the MMSE-SIC receiver with the proposed equal BER POC
	BERLB_ST = Eh 	(\14- -1 	 (5.8)
Corn
5.1.2 Equal BER PDC Algorithm under LTPC
Under the LTPC, similar as for the MF-SIC receiver, the transmit power is adapted
with channel variations for achieving a target SIR 'y (which is kept the same for all
channel realizations). Therefore, under each channel realization, by applying (5.6)
and noting 'y = - - 2- - 1, [A] 2 1 (1 = 1, 2, • • • , L) can be obtained, hence, the required
transmit power P/h is decided as
L1
Plc = AL E [A]11./---1
(5.9)
where 7 is a function of P.
5.2 Simulation Results and Discussions
With the same simulation conditions as stated before, in Figure 5.1, the averale BER
system under STPC is shown. From this figure, by integrating the MMSE-SIC with
the equal BER POC ((d)), at a BER of 10 _4 , a 7dB performance improvement over
the MMSE-SIC with equal receive power ((c)) can be achieved, which is only 2dB
away from the SUB ((f)). And it is significantly better than that of the MF-SIC
receiver with the equal BER POC ((a)). Moreover, it is interesting to note that the
performance difference between the actual simulation result of the MMSE-SIC with
equal BER POC ((d)) and the LB ((e), equation (5.8)) is very small, which justifies
the assumption of ignoring cancellation errors.
The BER performanAes of the two sequentially deteAted uNers with SIC in the
fully loaded system are compared in Figure 5.2. From this figure, similarly, it can
be found that with the equal BER POC, the first detected user achieves better
performance than the second detected, because the POC ignoring decision errors
results in lower power for later detected user than it actually needs [23]. For the
MMSE-SIC receiver, the performance difference between the two users is quite small,
while for the MF-SIC, even with the equal BER POC, the performance difference is
still large, which implies that cancellation errors might have a larger effect on it than
on the MMSE-SIC receiver.
In Figure 5.3, the averale BER performanAe over two users versus the Eb/No
in the fully loaded system under LTPC is shown. Clearly, by adjusting the transmit
power with channel variations, the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER POC can suppress
interference more effectively. At a BER of 10_5 , it is 2dB better than that under
the STPC, which is only 3dB away from the SUB, under the LTPC. The BER
performances of the two sequentially deteAted users with SIC in the fully loaded
system under the LTPC are compared in Figure 5.4, from which, similar conclusions
can be made as in the Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the normalized transmit power distribution
on 16 successive detected symbols, under the STPC and LTPC, respectively. Not
surprisingly, under different Eb/No , earlier detected symbols (larger index) are always
allocated more power than the later detected ones (smaller index). Therefore, as
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Figure 5.3 Averaged BER performance over two users versus Eb/No in the fully
loaded system under the LTPC.
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Figure 5.4 BER performance of two users versus E b/No in the fully loaded system
under the LTPC.
aforementioned, the equal BER POC improves the system performance by increasing
the reliability of earlier detected symbols.
In Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, the required Eb /No (averaged over 1000 channels)
versus the number of spreading codes, at a target BER of 10', under the STPC
and the LTPC is shown, respectively. Similarly, a single user with a variable number
of spreading codes is assumed. From these figures, it can be seen clearly that the
MMSE-SIC receiver integrated with the equal BER POC can suppress interference
very effectively, resulting in a very robust performance with the increase of the system
load.
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, a simple POC algorithm, under the equal BER criterion, is derived
for the MMSE-SIC receiver. With the assumption of the perfect CSI at the receiver
and reliable feedback of power distribution from the receiver to the transmitter, the
performance of the MMSE-SIC receiver integrated with the proposed POC for multi-
code MC-COMA is investigated and compared with other receivers, under both STPC
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Figure 5.6 Normalized transmit power distribution (averaged over 1000 channels )
over 16 successively detected symbols under the LTPC.
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Figure 5.8 Required Eb /No (averaged over 1000 channels) versus the number of
spreading codes at a target BER of 10' under the LTPC.
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and LTPC. The simulation results in correlated Rayleigh fading channels confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed POC, from which, it can be concluded that the
MMSE-SIC receiver integrated with the equal BER POC provides a powerful solution
for MAI suppression.
CHAPTER 6
EFFECT OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERRORS ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE MMSE-SIC WITH THE EQUAL BER PDC
In the previous two chapters, the POC algorithms for the MF-SIC and MMSE-SIC
receivers were derived under the assumption of perfect CSI at the receiver. From
the simulation results, it is clear that the proposed POC algorithms can improve
the efficiency of SIC significantly. However, in practise, CSI can only be obtained
from estimation, thus, channel estimation errors (CEE) are inevitable. The CEE will
result in a "non-perfect" power distribution, also, cause a mismatched MF or MMSE
detection. Therefore, the analysis of the robustness of the SIC receivers with the
proposed POC to CEE is of great interest and importance.
In this chapter, the performance of the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER POC
will be investigated under CEE. A method of second-order approximation, which
was proposed in [31] for analysis of CEE effects with respect to the MMSE decision
feedback equalizer (OFE) for ISI suppression, is applied to estimate the mean excess
MSE (MEMSE) of the parallel transmit symbols, under a given decision order and
power distribution. A simple approximation can be derived for the MEMSE, whose
accuracy is confirmed by simulation results. Furthermore, it is interesting to find
that although the POC becomes "non-perfect" under CEE, it can still significantly
improve the efficiency of SIC, which makes the MMSE-SIC more robust to CEE.
6.1 MMSE under Perfect CSI
As described in Chapter 3, the MMSE-SIC can simultaneously maximize all symbol's
SIR, (i.e., minimize the MSE), provided all feedback is correct. With the assumption
of perfect CSI, the MMSE of the /the symbol can be obtained from CF, which is [Di / 2 .
Although CF provides an efficient way of performing SIC, it does not reveal very
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informative relationship of the MMSE with the feedforward and feedback matrices.
To analyze the MEMSE under CEE, in the section, an alternative MMSE expression
will be first introduced under perfect CSI .
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6.2 Mean Excess MSE (MEMSE) under CEE
6.2.1 Excess MSE (EMSE) under a given CEE
After a certain channel estimation procedure, estimates h 1 can be obtained for the
/thesymbol. Then, the CEE of thela  is d o ed as Ali/-4- h-h1with
the assumption of IlAh/11 2 << 11/411b (1 = 1, 2, , L). Under CEE, the "equal BER"
power distribution results in a different distribution At from that under the perfect
CSI, denoted as At. Thus, ft-4 b • :At, where C =h 1 O cif, fib O c, • • • , 14, cc]
and At = diag • • • ,4) with at/ = aft + Act (Act / denotes the amplitude
difference for the lath symbol.) By defining 07-( 	 - 7-1, it is clear that 	 =
-tail AiajAhj,i 	AajAi,ihiai.









Ignoring cancellation errors, under CEE, the MSE of the /the symbol can be
expressed as
—H	 --H
MSE fcaoRbbfta. - 	 -	 +	 (6.16)
Comparing equation (6.3) and (6.16), it can be deduced that MSE1 / is the value of the
----Wro Hconstrained quadratic function MSE at the point 	 , f10 , which is close to the
optimal point (r ill° , i;110) under small CEDE. By defining the first-order perturbations
as Aria,, = 	 — f1a0 andO f/ao f1a0 f1a0, the MSE1 / can be approximated as
MSE	 MMSE + fiMst-oMdeM eMMoM teMmN
10
Rbb -Rb 	 Ai/ao
-Rxb Rxx  Or/ao
second-order error terms
(6.17)    
In the above equation, the "first-order error terms" is identically zero due to the
optimality of the point (rtio ,i4-10 ) . Therefore, the excess MSE (EMSE) under CEDE
can be estimated by the second-order error term (SOT), which is termed as a second-
order approximation [31]. With mathematical manipulations, shown in Appendix G,
SOT of the /the symbol, can be expressed as




With the above equation, the EMSE of the / the user under a given CEE can be
approximated by SOT/.
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6.2.2 MEMSE under a given channel realization
To derive a close form of the MEMSE (i.e., averaged over all CEDE) under a given
channel realization, a relationship between the MEMSE and the CEDE covariance
matrix should be constructed.
HBy defining Ad) 	 [[A7-6 /1s , [SIC', • • • , [A7-1] 11 , where [Ali] denotes the
th column of AHD, the covariance matrix of Ai) can be expressed as
116m = E 	 . 	 (6.19)
If a matrix Si could be found, which satisfies the following equation
SOT / = Aii HS/ A1) = tM (Aes/A1)), 	 (6.20)
then, using the well-known property TM (AB) = Tr(BA), the following relationship
between the MEMSE and RA ID) can be constructed, which is given by
E [SOFT/] = EA ') [tM (V I SIAM = TM (SHIRAI)) .	 (6.21)
To solve Si , a new matrix 1/V1a 0 is introduced, which satisfies
wrong  = ANTRA, v/ao (6.22)
It can be shown that W1 a 0 is an (LM x L) matrix, which can be expressed as 
w*t,0 ON s • 0Mxl  
0Mxs 0Mx1 • w*1ao      
VV1,o =
omit w*1ao 	 • • •	 0Mxs (6.23)
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In equation (6.27), RAE  is difficult to know in advance, since the statistic property of
Act / (1 = 1, 2, • • • , L) is hard to estimate due to the nonlinear calculation. However, it
can be deduced that under small CEE, .6,a / could be negligible, which can be shown
later from the simulation results a valid assumption.
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Therefore, RACE depends mainly on CEE and the power distribution A 21. , derived
under the perfect CSI. For example, by considering i.i.d CEE among different users
and sub-carriers, and an extreme case of each user employing one spreading code,
6.3 Simulation Results and Discussions
A CEDE model described in [48] is employed for simulations, by which, the CEE
among different users and sub-carriers are i.i.d.. The variance of the CEE on each
sub-carrier depends on the SNR of the pilot symbols and the ICI caused by frequency
offset. In all the following simulation results, without loss of generality, the case
of each user employing one spreading code is considered, in which, each transmit
symbol experiences i.i.d. channel realizations and CEE. The STPC is considered for
all simulations.
In Figure 6.1, the MEMSE (averaged over 100 channel realizations) versus
Eb /No for the 8th user is shown. Under each channel realization, 100 random CEDE are
produced and the results are averaged over all CEDE. From this figure, it is clear that
the theoretical derivation (equation (6.29)) matches the simulation result ignoring
cancellation errors very well3, particularly in higher Eb/No. Therefore, the amplitude
difference Act/ caused by CEDE does not arouse significant MEMSE, which confirms
the assumption of ignoring it. The actual simulation result considering cancellation
errors is also plotted for comparison, from which, it is clear that for the 8 th user,
Since cancellation errors are ignored in the derivation of MEMSE, to examine its accuracy,
in the simulations, the cancellation errors are intentionally ignored.
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under the equal BER POC, cancellation errors cause only slight extra MEMSE at
low Eb/No •
In Figure 6.2, the MEMSE of different users is shown under Eb/No = 10dB.
From this figure, the accuracy of the second-order approximation is confirmed again.
Also, it is very interesting to find that under the "equal BER" POC, earlier detected
user (larger index) have smaller MEMSE then later detected ones (smaller index),
therefore, the earlier detected users have a higher reliability than the later detected
ones, which can still benefit SIC. The cancellation error propagation among different
users can also be seen very clearly from this figure. For the later detected users, more
cancellation errors result in higher additional MEMSE.
In Figure 6.3, the average BER performance over 16 users under CEE is compared
with that under the perfect CSI by actual simulations. From this figure, it is clear that
under CEE, the performances of the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER POC and equal
received power will both be degraded. However, it is interesting to find that under
CEE, the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER POC still retains a significant performance
advantage over the MMSE-SIC with the equal received power. For example, at a BER
of 10', the performance advantage is around 4dB, which is even slightly larger than
the 3.5dB, obtained under the perfect CSI. Therefore, from these observations, it can
be concluded that the equal BER POC makes the MMSE-SIC more robust to CEE.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the effects of CEE on the performance of the MMSE-SIC with the
equal BER POC is investigated. By applying a method of second-order approximation,
the MEMSE can be derived for different transmit symbols, under a given decision
order and power distribution. Under the assumption of ignoring cancellation errors,
the accuracy of the approximation is confirmed by simulation results. Furthermore, it
is very interesting to find that under small CEE, the equal BER POC can still benefit
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Figure 6.3 Average BER performance over 16 users of the MMSE-SIC under CEE.
MMSE-SIC, making it more robust to CEE than the equal receive power. Therefore,
the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER POC provides a very powerful solution for MAI
suppression in a practical MC-COMA system.
CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
Characterized by the robustness to frequency-selective fading and flexibility of handling
multiple data rates, MC-COMA has become a promising candidate for supporting
multimedia services in future wireless communications. To ensure seamless multi-rate
transmission, in this dissertation, different multi-rate access schemes were developed
for MC-COMA. Furthermore, to ensure high QoS requirements, POC algorithms
for the MF-SIC and MMSE-SIC receivers were investigated, which provides very
powerful solutions for MAGI suppression. In conclusion, the original contributions
of this dissertation are:
• Oesign of multi-rate access schemes by different sub-carrier assignment strategies.
• Performance comparison of different multi-rate access schemes from various
points of view, such as SUE, rate matching capability, receiver structure and
BER performance.
• Oerivation of the equal BER POC for the MF-SIC receiver under both the STPC
and LTPC for the MFSL MC-COMA.
• Oerivation of the optimal PDC for the ZF-SIC receiver under both the STPC
and LTPC for the MFSL MC-COMA.
• Oerivation of the equal BER POC for the MMSE-SIC under both the STPC
and LTPC for the MFSL MC-COMA.
• Performance analysis of the MMSE-SIC with the equal BER PDC under CEE.
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APPENDIX A
CORRELATION BETWEEN TRANSFORMED SPREADING CODES
OF THE SAME HIGHER RATE USER
Property A: In the ideal non-faded AWGN channel, each transformed spreading
code of the same higher rate user maintains the same autocorrelation properties of
97
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Property B: In the Rayleigh fading channel, the transformed spreading codes
corresponding to different bits remain orthogonal.
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Thus, even in a Rayleigh fading channel, no SI will be produced in the VSL scheme.
APPENDIX B
For the kith lowest rate user, since it employs the same 4 ) -point IOFT and OFT
as modulator and demodulator, the transformed spreading code is the same as the
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is obvious that the set of vectors on which 4 ) -point OFT is performed should be
orthogonal. Therefore, for different users in the same group, the original codes should
be chosen orthogonal. For users in different groups, for example, the e h user in group
m and n, we should choose the original codes ckm ) and c: ) , which ensure that all
are orthogonal.
Oue to the good symmetry properties of the orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes,
which imposes good symmetry conditions on the Fourier transform, by simple tries,
it is easy to find an original spreading code set which can eliminate ICI in the ideal
non-faded AWGN channel.
APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF COVARIANCE MATRICES OF "7-7 (I) AND 77 (/)
• CovarianAe matrix of r)(i)
With the definition of covariance matrix, we have
From equation (3.9) and (3.11),
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APPENDIX D
SOLUTIONS OF KKT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS UNDER THE
STPC
The third equation in (D.3) is obtained by differentiating the right side of equation
(O.1) with respect to Ltd and setting it to be zero. Notice that At, 1 acts as a slack
104
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so the equation has a unique solution VI which is readily determined, by which, the
optimal power distribution can be obtained.
APPENDIX E
SOLUTIONS OF KKT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS UNDER THE
LTPC
To solve the optimization problem stated in (4.25), the Lagrangian is given by
106
s To solve the integral, a summation over the ensemble of channel realizations is used as an
approximation.
APPENDIX F
PROOF OF THE PROPERTY OF [A] L c WITH THE MMSE-SIC
UNDER THE EQUAL BER PDC
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increased to compensate for higher interference power, which means,
monotonically increasing with A. Similar analysis can be made successively for the
other symbols.
APPENDIX G
DERIVATION OF THE SECOND-ORDER TERM SOTc




Substituting (G.4) into (G.1),
112
APPENDIX H
DERIVATION OF THE MEMSE UNDER A GIVEN CHANNEL
REALIZATION
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